Abstract. In this paper, the resolution of stochastic multiple objective programming problems is studied. The existence of random parameters in the objective functions has resulted in the definition of several efficient solution concepts for such problems in the literature. We will focus our attention in the study of some of these concepts, namely, minimum risk and p probability. Once these concepts are defined, the relations among the sets of efficient solutions obtained are studied.
Introduction
Let us consider the following Stochastic Multiple Objective Programming Problem: (SMP) s.t xED where x E R n is the vector of decision variables of the problem and ~ is a random vector defined on a set E c R S • We assume that the family of events JF is given and that for every A E F the probability of A, P(A), is known. We also assume that the distribution of probability P is independent of the decision variables We assume that the functions Zl (x, ~), Z2 (x, ~), ... , Zq (x,~) are defined in the space Rnx lEo We also assume that the set D c ]Rn is compact, convex, and nonempty and that it is a deterministic set or has been transformed into its deterministic equivalent by the criterion of chance constraints. Taking tllis fact into account, the necessity to specify some solution concepts for tllese problems seems evident. In tile literature, several such concepts can be found. The basic idea of such definitions is to apply some of the criteria tl13t exist in the stochastic progranuning literature to the stochastic objectives, in order to transform tllem into equivalent detemlinistic objectives. Using these transformations, an equivalent deternlinistic multiple objective problem is obtained, with a corresponding associated set of efficient solutions. Such solutions are considered to be efficient solutions to the original stochastic problem.
The existence of several transformation criteria from stochastic to deterministic objectives, gives rise to different efficient solution concepts. Therefore, associated with tile same stochastic multiple objective problem, til ere can exist different sets of efficient solutions, one for each efficient solution concept considered. This fact can cause a certain confusion. Thus, it seems interesting to consider the existence of some kinds of relations among these concepts.
Next, two different efficient solution concepts for SMP problems will be considered: the minimum risk efficiency for levels UI. U~ ... , uq, and the efficiency with probabilities fJI' !h, ... , fJq. After defining tllese two concepts, the relationship between them is analyzed. U1, U2, .. 
Minimum Risk Efficiency for Levels

. , Uq
This solution concept, defined by Stancu-Minasian and Tigan (1984) , compares efficient solutions for the SMP problem to the efficient solutions for the multiple objective deternlinistic problem that are obtained when we apply tile nlinimum risk criterion to each of tile objective functions of the problem. To apply this criterion it is necessary to fix a level of minimum satisfaction for each of tile stochastic objectives, u}, U2, ... , Uq, Uk E lR., k = 1, 2 ... , q. When these values are fixed, the minimum risk problem, the deternlinistic equivalent of the SMP problem, consists in maxinlising tile probability that each of the stochastic objectives does not surpass the fixed satisfaction level, in such a way that the deterministic equivalent to the SMP problem is:
